
Keyscan access control systems have shown far greater longevity and performance than the 7-year industry average for 
access control systems. However, access control technology has now vastly outpaced legacy systems even though legacy 
systems continue to function.

Three key benefits your clients will immediately see with a system upgrade:

Greater Integration Options
Upgrading access control systems will support integration with SMART elevator systems, mobile devices, VMS 
and IP camera systems, biometrics, intrusion detection technology, IT-centric services, sensor technology, HR 
and workforce management systems, even HVAC and other building management systems.

Improved Flexibility, Efficiency and Longevity
Modern access control systems can function with new reader and credential products and technologies. 
Efficiency and savings can be substantial even for small organizations.

Increased Data and Personal Security
Growing demand for integration is constantly spurring innovation. Keyscan Aurora software was engineered 
to mitigate both integration challenges and escalating security threats. 
Your clients invested in Keyscan access control systems to protect what is important to them.
Now is the time to propose enriching those investments with affordable and critical technology upgrades. 
This will continue to yield high security coupled with opportunities for substantial efficiencies and savings for 
their businesses.
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Keyscan Upgrade Program
Providing new  capability and greater performance 
for your client’s access control investment
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An upgraded Keyscan access control system breathes new capability and greater 
performance into your client’s existing investment. It gives your customers:

• Advanced functionality,
• More integrations,
• Faster operability, and 
• Improved performance.

Keyscan Aurora is affordable and offers a host of features and benefits that 
legacy systems simply cannot match.

• No performance-limiting governors
• No recurring fees
• System VII migration tools
• Free technical support
• Modern user-friendly interface
• Support for advanced reader and credential technologies
• SQL Express 2012 10GB database
 (Upgradeable to full SQL 2012 or 2016)
• Multi-threaded communication structure
• Optional module expansions for enhanced services
• Multiple credential assignments
• Up to 10 assigned groups per credential-holder
• Support for 45,000 (up to 90,000) credentials 
• New event management capabilities
• New time zone management
• Web browser-based client
• New software development tools

Ask your dormakaba representative about our Access Control Upgrade 
Programs for Dealers!
Our team can work with you to find a solution that works best for both you and 
your clients.
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